SGCC LABEL REQUIREMENTS – EXAMPLE

**The permanent label (bug or logo) must be affixed to the certified products and legible**

1. Company Name – Location
2. 16 CFR 1201 II
3. ANSI Z97.1-2015
4. CAN/CGSB 12.1-2017
5. ¼ U A SGCC 9999

1. Optional.
2. 2 - 4 name of the Standard testing specifications. **Unless a specific standard is included in the label, the product is not certified to that standard.**
3. Needs to include a category (either I or II) Category II covers Category I (note: 16 CFR 1201- II would meet SGCC requirements)
4. 8. The SGCC number designates the name of licensee, location of the manufacturing plant, and product description.
5. 9. ANSI Impact Class (A=48” or B = 18”)
6. 6. U = Unlimited glass tested were 34x76” certification is extended to all sizes L = limited to the width and length of the initial test sample
7. 5. Glass Nominal thickness or for Laminated glass the thickness can be represented by thickness class (S,H)

Reference the SGCC Certified Products Directory SGCC® Label Requirements (https://www.sgcc.org/)